
GIBX Newly added feature 

OPTION CONTRACT（OC）

Forging a world leading Digital Asset 
Contract exchange platform  

Allowing trades to be much more stable, 
safer, and simpler!! 



Advantages of GIBX Option CONTRACT (OC) 
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Will only select mainstream cryptocurrencies 
as the core asset for the transaction cycle 

Whether it’s anytime/anywhere, all you need is a 
smartphone or computer to simply determine the direction 
flow (up/down) of the mainstream cryptocurrency, select the 
maturity time, shortest time being 60 secs, and you may 
earn up to 50% profits.



GIBX Focuses On Stocks, Foreign Exchange,  
And Other Fields In The Earlier Stages 

Rich experience in actual “combat” and a good record in the investment 
field. With the industry’s top experts and senior technical team 



The GIBXChange R&D And Strategy Team Comes From: 

Perfect protection! 
Protecting the platform assets and safety！

GIBX has multiple financial product experts 
and technical security experts

GIBX is equipped with an 
international-level risk control team

GIBX is supervised by 10 international 
AAA-level regulations



7th of July to 31st of August 

A team of more than 100 internationally renowned quantitative experts relying on 
big data models in the financial and blockchain fields to provide GIBX investors 

with professional cycle trading reference guidance



7th of July to 31st of August 

After the official launch, 
more than half of the 
exchange users' average 
monthly income 
Can reach up to 

30%

The GIBX server is located 
in the top-level EQUINIX 
data center abroad to avoid 
the risk of tightening 
domestic policies. 
Customer information is 
highly confidential and safe 
for a long time.

High profit,  
Low risk,  
3 years cases,
100 billion revenue case





Incentives 
All new and old users who top up or add a single foreign exchange 2.0 
wealth management package to provide the platform with staking liquidity 
from 7th July can participate in this incentive plan and promotional activities

Each individual leader of different ranking will have the common requirement of  
(3 direct referrals + 2 indirect referrals)

[ EG]
• Every referral must have at least 100 newly added members, 500 and above for 3+2.
• Every referral’s staking liquidity in LP MAM+5A reaches $2 million, and US$10 million 

equivalent of sales performance for 3+2
Those who meet the requirements of the promotion and incentive policy will receive the "Subsidy 
Bonus" provided by GIBXChange. 
Helping team leaders and members of all levels to " open trading rooms and nationwide tour of meet up 
training sessions with expense reimbursement " with different new numbers, foreign exchange 2.0 
staking liquidity performance, corresponding subsidies and bonuses of different amounts

7th of July to 31st of August 



Subsidy Bonuses 
Group Total 

Staking Liquidity 
Newly Added 

Members 

60,000 USDT US$10 mil equivalent (G+U)   500pax

750pax

1500pax

3000pax

10000pax

GIBX King of Nodes Community Agent Grand Challenge 
The Incentive Subsidies And Corresponding  

Requirements Are As Follows

US$20 mil equivalent (G+U)   

US$40 mil equivalent (G+U)   

US$120 mil equivalent (G+U)   

US$200 mil equivalent (G+U)   

120,000 USDT

150,000 USDT

450,000 USDT

750,000 USDT



1
Application And Assessment Arrangements 

All members participating in this event must submit the "Apply for GIBX King of Nodes 
community Agent Grand Challenge" before the deadline of the event to participate. Get 
the application form and submit the reward activity achievement feedback form 

2 The deadline for the activity is August 31. The challenger who has filled out the application 
form must submit the reward activity achievement feedback form in advance, and after 
passing the review, they can get the process of granting subsidies and bonuses.
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“GIBX King of Nodes community Agent Grand Challenge”（application form for joining ），
and (Reward activity achievement feedback form) can be downloaded from our 2.0 official 
website or be obtained from our customer service

The subsidy bonus can only be used to reimburse the establishment of a working studio, the purchase 
of additional computer equipment, office space decoration, lecture software and communication 
equipment, national tour organization meet up training sessions, venues, shooting equipment, lecturers 
and staff teams, etc. All related to the promotion of GIBXChange Digital bank exchange business and 
product service activities, etc., each reimbursement will be reviewed by the company's outsourcing 
professional event planning consultant commissioner and the official receipts will be reimbursed until 
the allocated amount has been finished for those who meet the standard in the event.
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7 All rights and final decisions belongs to GIBXChange Digital Bank Exchange

Application And Assessment Arrangements 

In order to help team leaders and members across the world to better plan for meet-up training and 
open studios, our company has specially outsourced a professional event planning consulting 
company. If necessary, users can ask for contact information with our customer service to inquire any 
information about the location of the studio and the arrangement of the event venue and they can give 
you professional advice and assistance in finding resources.

In order to ensure the fairness of activities, if users have any illegal or non-related operations that 
affect the normal operation of daily activities and use company resources to promote non-GIBXChange 
digital bank exchange business, the exchange will cancel the award qualification of the whole 
community and issue warning to the said community. Penalties will be imposed on serious offenders, 
punishment such as points deduction and the freezing of accounts may ensue.



Things To Note 

At present, if some community leaders already have suitable studios with at least 150 
square meters of space, and have GIBXChange digital bank exchange posters posted, 

they can organize the work immediately. 

If you need any assistance in carrying out the work, you can contact the company's 
customer service immediately to receive advice and provide resource integration from the 

company's outsourcing professional event planning consultant company.


